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Abstract—The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function
(DCF) enables fast installation with minimal management and
maintenance costs, and is a very robust protocol for the best effort
service in wireless medium. However, the current DCF is unsuitable for real-time applications. This paper studies backoff-based
priority schemes for IEEE 802.11 and the emerging IEEE 802.11e
standard by differentiating the minimum backoff window size, the
backoff window-increasing factor, and the retransmission limit.
An analytical model is proposed to derive saturation throughputs,
saturation delays, and frame-dropping probabilities of different
priority classes for all proposed priority schemes. Simulations are
conducted to validate analytical results. The proposed priority
schemes can be easily implemented, and the results from this
paper are beneficial in designing good priority parameters.
Index Terms—Enhanced distributed coordination function
(EDCF), IEEE 802.11e, priority, service differentiation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE IEEE 802.11 medium access control (MAC) employs
a mandatory contention-based channel access function
called distributed coordination function (DCF) and an optional
centrally controlled channel access function called point coordination function (PCF) [1]. The DCF adopts a carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance with binary exponential backoff. The DCF is unsuitable for multimedia applications
with quality of service (QoS) requirements. The popularity of
the IEEE 802.11 market is largely due to the DCF, whereas
the PCF is barely implemented in current products due to its
complexity and inefficiency for normal data transmissions, even
though it has a limited QoS support.
In the DCF, a station with a frame to transmit monitors the
channel activities until an idle period equal to a distributed
interframe space (DIFS) is detected. After sensing an idle
DIFS, the station waits for a random backoff interval before
transmitting. The backoff time counter is decremented in terms
of slot time as long as the channel is sensed idle. The counter
is stopped when a transmission is detected on the channel and
reactivated when the channel is sensed idle again for more
than a DIFS. The station transmits its frame when the backoff
time reaches zero. At each transmission, the backoff time is
uniformly chosen in the range [0, CW − 1], where CW is the
current backoff window size. At the very first transmission
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attempt, CW equals the initial backoff window size CWmin .
After each unsuccessful transmission, CW is doubled until a
maximum backoff window size value CWmax is reached. Once
it reaches CWmax , CW shall remain at the value CWmax until
it is reset. CW shall be reset to CWmin after every successful
attempt to transmit or the retransmission counter reaches the
retry limit Lretry . After the destination station successfully receives the frame, it transmits an acknowledgment frame (ACK)
following a short interframe space (SIFS) time. If the transmitting station does not receive the ACK within a specified ACK
timeout or it detects the transmission of a different frame on
the channel, it reschedules the frame transmission according
to the previous backoff rules. The above mechanism is called
the basic access mechanism. To reduce the hidden station problem, an optional four-way data transmission mechanism called
request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS) is also defined in
the DCF.
There have been many performance studies for the original
IEEE 802.11 DCF [2]–[5], [20]–[27]. Bianchi [2] proposed a
simple and accurate analytical model to compute saturation
throughput. Ziouva and Antonakopoulos (ZA) [3] improved
Bianchi’s model to derive a saturation delay. Wu et al. [4]
improved Bianchi’s model to consider retry limit. Xiao and
Rosdahl [5] studied the maximum throughput and the throughput limit. However, these models [2]–[5] are not for priorities.
In the DCF, a station might have to wait an arbitrarily long time
to send a frame so that real-time applications such as voice and
video may suffer [6]. One possible solution is to provide a good
priority scheme for the DCF. Simple DCF priority schemes can
be easily designed with minor changes in the DCF, and they are
quite effective [7]. Several priority studies have been reported
in the literature for the DCF. Deng and Chang [6] proposed
a priority scheme by differentiating the backoff window: the
higher priority class uses the window [0, 2 j+1 − 1] and the
lower priority class uses the window [2 j+1 , 2 j+2 − 1], where j
is the backoff stage. Veres et al. [8] proposed priority schemes
by differentiating the initial backoff window size and the maximum window size. Aad and Castelluccia [9] proposed a priority scheme by differentiating interframe spaces (IFS). Pallot
and Miller [10] proposed an interesting prioritized backoff time
distribution mechanism in which the backoff time is chosen in
the current window range with different distributions for different priorities. All the priority schemes [2]–[5] were based on
simulations. Recently, Xiao [7] proposed an analytical model
to evaluate backoff-based priority schemes by differentiating
the initial window size, the backoff window-increasing factor,
and the maximum backoff stage.
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To support MAC-level QoS, the IEEE 802.11 standardization committee is currently working on IEEE 802.11e [11],
supporting multimedia applications. The IEEE 802.11e MAC
employs a channel access function called hybrid coordination
function (HCF) that includes a contention-based enhanced DCF
(EDCF) and a contention-free centrally controlled HCF part.
The EDCF provides a priority scheme by differentiating the
interframe space, the initial window size, and the maximum
window size. Mangold et al. [12] introduced the EDCF and provided performance studies via simulations. Xiao [13] provided
a good survey on the IEEE 802.11e standard. Xiao et al. [14]
proposed two-level QoS protection and guarantee mechanisms
via simulations for the EDCF.
We can classify priority schemes into three kinds: backoffbased priority schemes [6]–[8], IFS-based priority schemes [9],
[10], and hybrid priority schemes [11]–[14]. Backoff-based
priority schemes are listed as follows: 1) differentiating the
initial window size [7], [8]; 2) differentiating the windowincreasing factor [7]; 3) differentiating the maximum backoff
stage [7]; 4) differentiating the maximum window size [8];
5) differentiating the backoff time distribution [6], [10]; and
6) combining two or more of the above schemes [7], [8]. Note
that scheme 4) can be achieved by schemes 1), 2), and 3).
A hybrid scheme such as the EDCF adopts both a backoffbased scheme and an IFS-based scheme. In this paper, we
study backoff-based priority schemes for IEEE 802.11 DCF and
IEEE 802.11e EDCF by differentiating the minimum backoff
window size, the backoff window-increasing factor, the retransmission limit, and any combination. Readers may refer to [18]
and [19] for IFS-based priority models.
We briefly summarize the difference of this paper from
[2], [3], [7]: 1) supporting priorities; 2) supporting a finite retransmission limit (retry limit); 3) differentiating among classes
with different retry limits; 4) giving new performance metrics
such as frame-dropping probability; 5) considering that the
backoff counter is stopped when busy; 6) not having a nonbackoff stage; and 7) providing a new and accurate delay model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the
priority schemes. We propose a general analytical model in
Section III. Section IV customizes the general analytical model
into different priority schemes. We conduct simulation validations in Section V. Numerical results are studied in Section VI.
We conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. P RIORITY S CHEMES
In the original DCF, all stations/traffic have the same priority
to access the channel in a distributed manner. In this paper,
we assume that traffic is classified into N priority classes i =
0, . . . , N − 1, and we can define priority schemes as follows.
A. Backoff-Based Priority Schemes
In the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, the maximum backoff
window size CWmax is recommended with a default value, i.e.,
1024 [1], [15], [16]. The initial backoff window size CWmin is
recommended with a default value, i.e., 32 timeslots for IEEE
802.11b [16] and 16 timeslots for IEEE 802.11a [15]. The
default long retry limit is 4 and the default short retry limit is
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7. This differentiation is just for frame size. In this paper, we
differentiate the retry limit based on classes.
We modify 802.11 MAC to provide a combined backoffbased priority scheme by differentiating the following three
metrics for the priority i class: the initial window size Wi,0
(same as CWi,min ), the window-increasing factor σi , and the
retry limit Li,retry , where σi is the factor by which the current
window size is increased when a transmitted frame collides,
and is equal to 2 in the original IEEE 802.11 DCF [1]. In this
paper, we let σi be a real number and σi > 1. Assuming that
the priority i class has a higher priority than the priority j class,
we have Wi,0 ≤ Wj,0 , 1 < σi ≤ σj , and Li,retry ≤ Lj,retry .
Furthermore, at least one of the above inequalities must be
strict. A class with a smaller metric has a better chance of
accessing the channel earlier.
Many special cases can be designed by differentiating any
one or two metrics among the above three metrics. We will
further discuss them in later sections.
For the priority i class, let Wi, j denote CW in the jth
retry/retransmission (or the jth backoff stage) and CWi,max
the maximum window size. The relationships among Wi, j ,
CWi,max , CWi,min , σi , and Li,retry are given as
⎧ j
σ i Wi,0 ,
for j = 0, 1, . . . , mi − 1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
if Li,retry > mi
⎪
⎪
⎨ mi
σi Wi,0 = CWi,max , for j = mi , . . . , Li,retry ,
Wi, j =
if Li,retry > mi
⎪
⎪
⎪
j
⎪
⎪
σ W ,
for j = 0, 1, . . . , Li,retry ,
⎪
⎩ i i,0
if Li,retry ≤ mi
(1)
where mi = logσi (CWi,max /CWi,min ).
B. IFS-Based Priority Schemes
For the priority i class, we can modify 802.11 MAC to
provide a priority scheme by differentiating the interframe
space IFS[i], (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) instead of using DIFS for all.
If one class has a smaller IFS, the class’s traffic has a better
chance to access the channel earlier.
C. Hybrid Scheme: EDCF
The EDCF adopts eight different priorities that are further
mapped into four access categories (ACs). ACs are achieved
by differentiating the arbitration interframe space (AIFS), the
initial window size, and the maximum window size. For the AC
i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), the initial backoff window size is CWmin [i](=
Wi,0 ), the maximum backoff window size is CWmax [i], and
the AIFS is AIFS[i]. For 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, we have CWmin [i] ≥
CWmin [ j], CWmax [i] ≥ CWmax [ j], and AIFS[i] ≥ AIFS[ j],
and at least one of the above inequalities must be strict.
In other words, the EDCF adopts AIFS[i] (i = 0, 1, . . . , 3),
CWmin [i] (i = 0, 1, . . . , 3), and CWmax [i] (i = 0, 1, . . . , 3)
instead of DIFS, CWmin , and CWmax , respectively. If one class
has a smaller AIFS or CWmin or CWmax , the class’s traffic has
a better chance to access the wireless medium earlier.
Four transmission queues are implemented in a station, and
each queue supports one AC class, behaving roughly as a
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Fig. 1. State transition diagram for the priority i class.

single DCF entity in the original IEEE 802.11 MAC. It is
assumed that a payload from a higher layer is labeled with a
priority value, and it is pushed into the corresponding queue
with the same priority value. Each queue acts as an independent MAC entity and performs the same DCF function
with a different interframe space (AIFS[i]), a different initial
window size (CWmin [i]), and a different maximum window
size (CWmax [i]). Each queue has its own backoff counter
(BO[i]) that acts independently the same way as the original
DCF backoff counter introduced in the previous section. If there
is more than one queue finishing the backoff at the same time,
the highest priority frame is chosen to transmit by the virtual
collision handler. Other lower priority frames whose backoff
counters also reach zeros will increase their backoff counters
with CWmin [i] (i = 0, 1, . . . , 3), accordingly.
III. A NALYTICALLY M ODELING M ULTIPLE P RIORITIES
Based on Bianchi’s model [2] and ZA’s model [3], an analytical model for multiple prioritized classes of traffic under
high traffic condition is proposed. We assume that each station
belongs to one and only one priority class (we will lose this

assumption for the EDCF in the next section) and always has
frames ready to send.
A. An Analytical Model
For a given station in the priority i class (i = 0, . . . , N − 1),
b(i, t) is defined as a random process representing the value
of the backoff counter at time t, and s(i, t) is defined as
the random process representing the backoff stage j ( j = 0,
1, . . . , Li,retry ) where Li,retry is the retry limit. The value of
the backoff counter b(i, t) is uniformly chosen in the range
(0, 1, . . . , Wi, j − 1), where Wi, j = (σi ) j Wi,0 . Let pi denote the probability that a transmitted frame collides and
pi also equals to probability that a station in the backoff
stage for the priority i class senses the channel busy. Similar
to Bianchi’s model [2], the bidimensional random process
{s(i, t), b(i, t)} is a discrete-time Markov chain. Therefore, the
state of each station in the priority i class is described by
{i, j, k}, where j stands for the backoff stage taking values
from (0, 1, . . . , Li,retry ) and k stands for the backoff delay
taking values from (0, 1, . . . , Wi, j − 1) in timeslots. The state
transition diagram for the priority i class is shown in Fig. 1.
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From Fig. 1, we can observe the following several differences
from Bianchi’s model [2], ZA’s model [3], and our old model
[7]. 1) Similar to the old model, Fig. 1 adopts three variables
in each state {i, j, k} whereas the model of Bianchi and ZA
adopts two variables in each state; therefore, Fig. 1 can be used
to model priorities. 2) A finite retry limit Li,retry is modeled,
whereas Bianchi’s model, ZA’s model, and the old model
all assume an infinite retry limit. 3) Furthermore, the framedropping probability can also be derived. 4) Fig. 1 considers
that the backoff counter is stopped as in ZA’s model. 5) Both
ZA’s model and our old model adopt pb , the probability that
the channel is busy, whereas Fig. 1 adopts pi , the probability
that a station in the backoff stage for the priority i class senses
the channel busy. Therefore, Fig. 1 is more accurate; note that
5) is only a minor aspect since all the models are approximate
models, and therefore some reasonable approximations with
minor differences do not influence much of the final accuracy.
6) Both ZA’s model and our old model assume that after
every successful transmission, a station can transmit if the
medium is idle without entering the backoff stage; Fig. 1 has
no “nonbackoff stage.” The non-null transition proba bilities in
Fig. 1 are listed as follows:

From (2) to (4), we have
bi,0,0 =

Li,retry


1


1+

j=0

1
1−pi



Wi,
j −1


Wi, j −k
Wi, j

k=1

.

(5)

p ji

Let τi be the probability that a station in the priority i class
transmits during a generic slot time. A station transmits when
its backoff counter reaches zero, i.e., the station is at any of
states {i, j, 0} (0 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry )
Li,retry



τi =

L

bi, j,0 = bi,0,0

j=0

1 − pi i,retry
1 − pi

+1

.

(6)

Let ni (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the number of stations in
the priority i class. A transmitted frame collides when one more
station also transmits during a slot time. The probability pi that
a station in the backoff stage for the priority i class senses the
channel busy is given as
 i−1

 N −1

pi = 1 −

(1 − τh )nh (1 − τi )ni −1

(1 − τh )nh .

h=0

(1 − pi )
,
Pr[(i, 0, k)|(i, j, 0)] =
Wi,0

h=i+1

(7)
Substituting (1) and (7) to (6), we can solve unknown parameters numerically. Then, we can calculate pi from (7). Let
pb denote the probability that the channel is busy. It happens
when at least one station transmits during a slot time. Therefore,
we have

for 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi,0 − 1 and 0 ≤ j < Li,retry
Pr[(i, 0, k)|(i, Li,retry , 0)] =
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1
,
Wi,0

for 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi,0 − 1

N −1

(1 − τh )nh .

pb = 1 −

Pr[(i, j, k)|(i, j, k)] = pi ,

(8)

h=0

for 1 ≤ k ≤ Wi, j − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry
Pr[(i, j, k)|(i, j, k + 1)] = 1 − pi ,

B. Saturation Throughput

for 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi, j − 2 and 0 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry

Let ps,i (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the probability that a
successful transmission occurs in a slot time for the priority
i class and ps the probability that a successful transmission
occurs in a slot time. We have

pi
Pr [(i, j, k)|(i, j − 1, 0)] =
,
Wi, j
for 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi, j − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry .

ps,i = ni τi (1 − τi )ni −1
Let bi, j,k = lim Pr[s(i, t) = j, b(i, t) = k] be the stationary
t→∞
distribution of the Markov chain. In steady state, we can derive the following relations through chain regularities:

bi, j,k

0 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry

(2)

1
Wi, j − k
=
bi, j,0
Wi, j 1 − pi,b
0 ≤ j ≤ Li,retry ,

1 ≤ k ≤ Wi, j − 1

ps =

N
−1


ps,i =

and
Li,retry Wi, j −1





j=0

k=0

bi, j,k = 1.

= (1 − pb )

N
−1

i=0

N
−1

h=0

(3)

(4)

(1 − τh )nh

(9)

h=0,h=i

i=0

bi, j,0 = pij bi,0,0

N −1

ni τi
(1 − pb )
1 − τi

nh τh
.
1 − τh

(10)

Let Si (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the normalized throughput
for the priority i class. Let δ, TE(L) , Ts , and Tc denote the
duration of an empty slot time, the time to transmit the average
payload, the average time that the channel is sensed busy
because of a successful transmission, and the average time that
the channel has a collision, respectively. The probability that the
channel is idle for a slot time is (1 − pb ), and the probability
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that the channel is neither idle nor successful for a slot time is
[1 − (1 − pb ) − ps ] = (pb − ps ). Therefore, we have
Si =
=

E(payload transmission time in a slot time for the i class)
E(length of a slot time)
ps,i TE(L)
.
(1 − pb )δ + ps Ts + [pb − ps ]Tc

(11)

Let TH , TACK , SIFS, L∗ , and TE(L∗ ) denote the time to
transmit the header (including MAC header, physical layer
header, and/or tail), the time to transmit an ACK, SIFS time,
the length of the longest frame in a collision, and the time
to transmit a payload with length E(L∗ ), respectively. For the
basics access method, we have
Tsbasic = TH + TE(L) + SIFS + TACK + DIFS

(12)

Tcbasic = TH + TE(L∗ ) + SIFS + TACK + DIFS.

(13)

Please refer to [2] for calculating TE(L∗ ) . Let TRTS and TCTS
denote the time to transmit an RTS frame and a CTS frame,
respectively. For the RTS/CTS access model, we have
TcRT S/CT S = TRTS + 3 ∗ SIFS + TCTS
+ TH + TE(L) + TACK + DIFS

(14)

TcRT S/CT S = TRTS + SIFS + TACK + DIFS.

(15)

number of backoff slots, which a frame encounters without
considering the case when the counter freezes, for the priority i
class. The probability that the frame is successfully transmitted
after the jth retry [which is the ( j + 1)th transmission] is given
by pij (1 − pi )/(1 − p Li,retry +1 ), which uses conditional probability on a successful transmission with probability Pi,success .
The average number of backoff slots that a station
needs to

transmit a frame successfully at the jth retry is jh=0 [(Wi,h −
1)/2]
Li,retry

E(Xi ) =


j=0

j
pij (1 − pi )  Wi,h − 1
.
1 − pLi,retry +1
2

Note that from (18) only successful transmissions are considered. Let Bi (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the random variable
representing the total number of slots when the counter freezes,
which a frame encounters, for the priority i class. The portion of
idle slots is (1 − pi ), which is used to decrease E(Xi ). We have
E(Bi ) =

E(Xi )
pi .
(1 − pi )

E(Ni,retry ) =


j=0

Let Pi,drop (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the frame-dropping
probability for the priority i class. From Fig. 1, we observe
that a frame can be dropped only in state {i, Lretry , 0} if a
collision occurs. In other words, a frame can be dropped when
the retransmission counter reaches the retry limit Lretry
L

Pi,drop = pi i,retry

+1

.

(16)

Let Pi,success (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the framesuccessful probability for the priority i class
Li,retry

Pi,success =


j=0

pij (1

− pi ) = 1 −

L
+1
pi i,retry .

jpij (1 − pi )
.
1 − pLi,retry +1

(17)

ps
( pb − p s )
Ts +
Tc
pb
pb

+ E(Ni,retry )(Tc + To ) + Ts
Tobasic = SIFS + TACK_timeout

Saturation delay is the average delay under the saturation
condition and includes the medium access delay (due to backoff, collisions, etc.), the transmission delay, and the interframe
spaces (such as SIFS). The average backoff delay depends on
the value of a station’s backoff counter and the duration when
the counter freezes due to other transmissions. Let Xi (i =
0, . . . , N − 1) denote the random variable representing the total

(20)

Let Di (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) denote the random variable representing the frame delay for the priority i class. Let To denote
the time that a station has to wait when its frame transmission
collides before sensing the channel again. Let TACK_timeout
and TCTS_timeout denote the duration of the ACK and CTS
timeouts, respectively. Note that E(Ni,retry ) is one less than
the number of transmissions. The average slot lengths are δ,
{(ps /pb )Ts + [(pb − ps )/pb ]Tc }, (Tc + To ), and Ts for an idle
slot at states {i, j, k} (k > 0), a busy slot at states {i, j, k} (k >
0), a failed transmission slot for this station at states {i, j, 0},
and a successful transmission at states {i, j, 0}, respectively.
We have
E(Di ) = E(Xi )δ + E(Bi )

D. Saturation Delay

(19)

We can treat E(Xi ) and E(Bi ) as the total number of idle
and busy slots that the frame encounters during backoff stages,
respectively. Let E(Ni,retry ) denote the average number of
retries for the priority i class. We have
Li,retry

C. Frame-Dropping Probability

(18)

h=0

rts
cts

To

= SIFS + TCTS_timeout .

(21)
(22)
(23)

IV. C USTOMIZING A NALYTIC M ODEL
We assume that each station belongs to one and only one
priority class. We will lose this assumption in Section IV-B for
the EDCF priority scheme.
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A. Backoff-Based Priority Schemes
Listed above are all the requirements for the combined priority scheme using all three metrics. For those priority schemes
that do not adopt all three metrics, the unused metrics will be
set to constants. For example, for the priority scheme differentiating only the initial window size, we have Li,retry = LRetry
and σi = 2 for the priority i (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) class. For
the priority scheme differentiating only the window-increasing
factor, we have Li,retry = LRetry and Wi,0 = CWmin for the
priority i (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) class. For the priority scheme
differentiating only the retry limit, we have σi = 2 and Wi,0 =
CWmin for the priority i (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) class. For other
priority schemes that adopt two metrics, the unused metric will
be set to a constant.
B. EDCF, A Hybrid Priority Scheme
For the EDCF priority scheme, the number of ACs is four,
and we do not differentiate the window-increasing factor and
the retry limit. Therefore, we have N = 4, and for the priority
i (i = 0, . . . , 3) class we have σi = 2, Li,retry = LRetry , and
Wi,0 = CWmin [i]. Note that we only evaluate backoff-based
priority schemes of the EDCF. Assuming that there are n active
stations in a basic service set and each station implements all
four queues, there are a total of 4n queue entities, which are
roughly equivalent to 4n stations in the original IEEE 802.11
DCF. More generally, let ni (i = 0, . . . , 3) denote the number
of active queues in the priority i class. We assume that any
queue in any station always has frames ready to send. In order to
use the general model, we also assume that one of the following
two assumptions will be true.
• Each station belongs to one and only one priority class and
uses only one queue that belongs to that class.
• Each station has traffic of multiple priority classes. Each
class traffic uses the queue that belongs to that class. If
there is more than one queue finishing the backoff at the
same time, we assume that the virtual collision handler
will not make a choice about who will send, but it will
let a collision occur in the wireless medium. With this
assumption, each queue will be truly equivalent to a station
in the original IEEE 802.11 DCF, and ni , the number
of active queues in the priority i class, can be treated as
the number of active stations in the priority i class in the
general analytical model. Note that the EDCF will perform
a little better without this assumption. However, such
an assumption will not influence our studies of priority
schemes’ characteristics.
V. V ALIDATIONS
In this section, we conduct simulations to validate the proposed analytic model. The IEEE 802.11a simulation models
had been developed based on the IEEE 802.11a standard [27],
IEEE 802.11e draft [15], and OPNET wireless local area
network simulation model 8.0 A (for IEEE 802.11b DCF).
Furthermore, we adapt our simulation model with similar assumptions as those in the analytical model. The data rate is
6 Mb/s and the control rate is 6 Mb/s. The frame size is
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TABLE I
SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS (LEGEND: ST, SATURATION
THROUGHPUT; SD, SATURATION DELAYS (MICROSECOND);
N, NUMBER OF ACTIVE STATIONS; S, SIMULATION;
A, ANALYTICAL; E, RELATIVE ERROR)

fixed at 1024 bytes. For demonstration purposes, we adopt two
priority classes, i.e., N = 2. All the simulation results have over
95% confidence intervals. The relative error is calculated by
(Simulation Result − Analytic Result)/Analytic Result.
Table I shows the simulation versus numerical results for
a combined backoff-based priority scheme when adopting the
following parameters: [σ0 , σ1 ] = [1.7, 2], [L0,retry , L1,retry ] =
[4, 7], [W0,0 , W1,0 ] = [16, 32], [CW0,max , CW1,max ] = [1024,
1024], and n0 = n1 . As illustrated in the table, analytical
and simulation results match pretty well for both saturation
throughput and saturation delay.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We adopt IEEE 802.11a as an example. The IEEE 802.11a
parameters can be found in [5] and [15], are used to calculate
TH + TE(L) accurately [15]. Both the data rate and the control
rate are 6 Mb/s. The frame size is fixed at 1024 bytes. For
demonstration purposes, we adopt two priority classes, i.e.,
N = 2. However, our proposed model is very general so that
we can design many levels of priorities.
A. Effectiveness of a Combined Backoff-Based
Priority Scheme
Figs. 2–4 have the following parameters: [σ0 , σ1 ] =
[1.7, 2], [L0,retry , L1,retry ] = [4, 7], [W0,0 , W1,0 ] = [16, 32],
[CW0,max , CW1,max ] = [1024, 1024], and n0 = n1 . Figs. 2–4
show saturation throughputs, saturation delays, and framedropping probabilities, respectively, for two priority classes
over the number of stations (n0 or n1 ). As illustrated in the
figures, class 0 has a much better saturation throughput (delay)
than class 1. Fig. 4 shows that as the number of stations increases the frame-dropping probability increases. Furthermore,
since class 0 has a smaller retry limit, it has a higher framedropping probability. These figures indicate that the combined
backoff-based priority scheme is very effective.
B. Effects of the Initial Window Size
Figs. 5 and 6 have the following parameters: σ0 = σ1 = 2,
L0,retry = L1,retry = 7, W0,0 = 16, CW0,max = CW1,max =
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Fig. 2. Saturation throughputs.

Fig. 3. Saturation delay (microsecond).

1024, and n0 = n1 = 10. Figs. 5 and 6 show saturation
throughputs (saturation delays) over the minimum window size
of class 1 W1,0 that changes from 16 to 56. As illustrated in
Figs. 5 and 6, when W1,0 = 16, saturation throughputs (saturation delays) are the same for both classes. As W1,0 increases,
the saturation throughput of class 1 decreases, the saturation
throughput of class 0 increases, the saturation delay of class
0 decreases, and the saturation delay of class 1 increases. An
interesting observation in Figs. 5 and 6 is that the throughputs/delays of class 0 and class 1 are symmetrical along a line
parallel to the x-axis. This phenomenon indicates that class 0
can steal bandwidth from class 1 as the initial window size of
class 1 (W1,0 ) increases, whereas the total throughput of all
classes increases a little. The reasons for this are as follows.
As the initial window size of class 1 increases, stations in
class 1 will delay accessing the channel so that the saturation
throughput of class 1 will decrease and the saturation delay
of class 1 will increase. Furthermore, the collision probability

Fig. 4.

Frame-dropping probability.

Fig. 5.

Saturation throughputs (differentiating the initial window size).

of class 0 will decrease so that the saturation throughput of
class 0 will increase and the saturation delay of class 0 will
decrease. Therefore, differentiating the initial window size has
the function of both reducing collisions and providing priorities.
In fact, the total throughput increases a little bit with the
same reason as follows. The overall system performance can
sometimes be improved by using a contention protocol that
assigns different access probabilities to different stations [17].
C. Effects of the Backoff Window-Increasing Factor
Figs. 7 and 8 have the following parameters: σ0 = 2,
L0,retry = L1,retry = 7, W0,0 = W1,0 = 16, CW0,max =
CW1,max = 1024, and n0 = n1 = 10. Figs. 7 and 8 show
saturation throughputs and saturation delays, respectively,
over the backoff window-increasing factor of class 1, σ1 that
changes from 1.6 to 2.6. As illustrated in the figures, when
σ1 < σ0 , class 1 has better throughput and delay than class 0;
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Fig. 6.
size).

Saturation delay (microsecond) (differentiating the initial window

Fig. 7. Saturation throughput by differentiating the backoff windowincreasing factor.

when σ1 = σ0 = 2, they have the same throughput and delay;
when σ1 > σ0 , class 0 has better throughput and delay than
class 1. Figs. 7 and 8 also have the same effect as Figs. 5 and 6,
i.e., that class 0 can steal bandwidth from class 1 with a similar reason and that the total throughput does not decrease.
Differentiating the backoff window-increasing factor also
has the function of both reducing collisions and providing
priorities.
D. Effects of the Retry Limit
Figs. 9–11 have the following parameters: σ0 = σ1 = 2,
L0,retry = 8, W0,0 = W1,0 = 16, CW0,max = CW1,max =
1024, and n0 = n1 = 10. Figs. 9–11 show saturation throughputs, saturation delays, and frame-dropping probabilities, respectively, over the retry limit of class 1, L1,retry , which
changes from 0 to 8. As illustrated in the figures, class 1 has bet-
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Fig. 8. Saturation delay (microsecond) by differentiating the backoff windowincreasing factor.

Fig. 9. Saturation throughput by differentiating the retry limit.

ter throughput and delay than class 0 when L1,retry < L0,retry ,
and they have the same throughput and delay when L1,retry =
L0,retry . Fig. 9 also has the same effect as Figs. 5 and 7, i.e., that
class 0 can steal bandwidth from class 1 with a similar reason
and that the total throughput does not decrease. Differentiating
the retry limit also has the function of both reducing collisions
and providing priorities. Fig. 11 shows that class 1 has a higher
frame-dropping probability when L1,retry < L0,retry .
For real-time multimedia traffic with sensitive delay requirements, retransmitted frames may be too late to be useful and
a smaller retry limit is appropriate, whereas some nonreal-time
transmissions may need a larger retry limit to enhance reliable
transmissions. Fig. 11 shows that with a smaller retry limit, both
throughput and delay can be improved with a higher framedropping probability. This is good for real-time delay-sensitive
applications that can survive with frame loss, such as voice
traffic.
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Fig. 11.

Frame-dropping probability by differentiating the retry limit.

Fig. 10. Saturation delay (microsecond) by differentiating the retry limit.

VII. C ONCLUSION
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• For all three backoff-based metrics (the initial window
size, the retry limit, and the backoff window-increasing
factor), one class can steal bandwidth from another if the
latter one increases the metric value and the total throughput increases a little. This fact indicates that they are good
metrics. The reason that the total throughput increases a
little is the same reason as follows: the overall system
performance can sometimes be improved by using a contention protocol that assigns different access probabilities
to different stations [17]. Three metrics can be implemented altogether since this does not make hardware
implementation any more difficult.
• For real-time multimedia traffic with sensitive delay requirements, retransmitted frames may be too late to be
useful and a smaller retry limit is appropriate, whereas
some nonreal-time transmissions may need a larger retry
limit to enhance reliable transmissions. Our results show
that with a smaller retry limit, both throughput and delay
can be improved with a higher frame-dropping probability.
This is good for real-time delay-sensitive applications that
can survive with frame loss, such as voice traffic.
• A backoff-based metric has the function of both reducing
collisions and providing priorities.
• Simulation results match analytical results very well.
The proposed analytical priority model is very general. It
might be useful to evaluate other priority schemes. The results
of this paper are also beneficial in designing good prioritized
QoS parameters.
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